Exercises: XHTML

Make a new Dynamic Web Project. Alternatively, you can also just add new files to the “xhtml” project. Either way, for each of the exercises, start by copying and modifying template-pure-xhtml.html.

1. Make a page that looks something like this (two headings, bulleted and numbered lists, and a line in between them). Don’t worry about reproducing the fancy 3D-looking heading at the top.

2. Edit the above page so that clicking on Google, Facebook, or Twitter takes the user to that site.

3. Make a page with a form that looks like the following. The hardcoded error message should be in red, and, most importantly, the left sides of the textfields should be aligned. Note that the form will not actually do anything. For the textfields you can either use `<input type="text"/>` or `<h:inputText/>`, and for the button you can either use `<input type="submit"/>` or `<h:commandButton/>`. If you use the JSF tags, you will need to add the JSF declarations as well (i.e., use the JSF template, not the pure XHTML template). Hint: use tables to control the alignment (and use normal HTML, not h:panelGrid -- we will cover h:panelGrid later).